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Introduction 

Judicial decisions resulting from suits brought under provisions of the 

US ConstitutMon and relevant civil rights statutes promulgated in the last two 

decades have had a significant impact on the field of personnel administration 

in the public, as well as the private, sector. The 1972 amendments of Title 

VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 included actions of state ana local 

governments. Tnis hiiS caused public employers to review, and at times defend, 

their employment practic~s with respect to the possibility of discriminati!)n 

against women and minorities. The majority of these challenges were resolved 

through voluntary compliance pursuant to complaint or judicial activity at the 

lower court level. New to such review, employers were hard put to drastically 

revise the manner in which employee and job-related decisions were made, 

generally examining their procedures in light of a court challenge. This 

situation has led to patchworK attempts to rectify previous discrirninatory 

actions. The volatile nature of the fair and equal employment issue plus the 

tendency of organizations til change slowly caused a flurry of judicial 

activity, as opposeo to administrative remedy, in the middle 1970s. 

The actions of courts in reviewing and deciding controversies over public 

employment practices were well-scrutinized oy state and local governments as 

is evidenced by the nunlerous guioes and manuals released during this period. 

dut the diversity of bases of suit and the fact that most cases concluded in 

narrowly defined decisions caused much uncertainty in the earliest attempts to 

compiy-with the dictates of both statute and case law. Conlpounding the 

burgeoning activity of the courts was tne concurrent promulgation of state 

statutes c.iefining fair"and equal emrloyment practices. 

Given the aiversity and number of administrative and court challenges to 

emploYlllent practices," it would be impossible to construct an encompassing lfst 
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of all act.vity involving equal employment opportunities. Insteacl, the 

approach in this study is to utilize a cross section of civil rights court 

cases dealing with personnel oecisions. Tnis approach provides direction in 

determining definitive trends in public attitude and puolic agency compliance 

toward fair and equal emp10~nent. To understand how criminal justice 

employment may be affected by fair employment laws, an overview of the variety 

of juoicia1 activity in which litigants claim their rights to oe abridged in 

criminal justice employment will be compared with challenges in other areas of 

public employment. 

publ,'c emp10yrnent discrimination suits filed by those The most numerous 

seeking to be nirea, those presently emp10yeo, and lauor and fraternal 

"
n the ,'nterest of their members are directed toward municipal organizations 

emplo~nent in the police fiela. While these suits tend to be diverse with 

decisions specific to the individual case, they best exemp"lify the history of 

elnployment aiscrimination litigation as cases involving police employment span 

the relatively new history of court consideration of fair employment 

practices. The proliferation of activity engendered by citizens and their 

supporters seeKing to be hirE:(] or promoted in law enforcement services as well 

as suits sponsored by police officers and police employee groups has reflected 

the development of employment discrilnination law and served to set standards 

1 t pract,'ces ,'n other areas of public and private employment. for fair eilip oymen 

The Oevelopment of Fair Employment Law 

Laws affecting fair employment practices have been promulgated over the 

last 100 years througn presioential executive oroers, federal legislation. 

aaministrative rulings, ana state law ana practices. Federal employment 

practices regulation focusea as early as 1883 on religious discrimination in 
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feoeral employment under the Penoleton Act (Civil Service Act 2l Stat. 403, , 
1833, 5 USC ch 12, 1~S8), US Civil Service Commission Rule VIlI 1883. In 

1940, a presidential rule forbade racial, as well as religious, discrimination 

in federal employment (Executive Order 8587, 5 fed Reg 445, 1940). The 

principle of "equal rights for all" in classified lcivil service) federal 

employment hela tnat "tnere (shall) be no discrimination against any person, 

or with respect to trae position ne1d by any person, on account of race, creed, 

or co10r" (RatllSpeCK Act, 54 Stat 1211, 1940, Title 1, !) USC Sec 63la, 1958). 

Title VII of tne Civil Rignts Act of 1~ti4 foroade discrimination: 

(1) by a respondent SUCil as an employer, employment agency, or labor 

union, 

(2) on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or 

reprisal, 

(3) on an issu~ of employment, 

(4) that is causally conn~ctea to the oasis. 

In the Equa'i £mploYlllent Act of 1972, federal legislation specifically 

prohioitea state ana local government emp·,oyers from discriminating on the 

basis of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin. Title VII of tne 

Civil Rignts Act of '1~64 ~xtendeo this coverage to prohioit employment 

oiscrimination oJ "90vernment~, governmental agencies, (or) political 

SUOdivisions" (Equal £mployrrlent Opportunity ACt of 1972, 9 7UHa)j. Puolic 

employers were enjoined from practices wnich resulted in discrimination in 

hiring, discharging, compensating employees, or in any other tennIs or 

conoitions of employment. In a~dition, pUblic employers were prohiuited from 

s~gregatin9, limiting, or classifying employees in any way which 

discriminatorUy deprived them of employment opportun1ties or other conditions 
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of employment such as training or JOD classification which resulted in 

unfavorable. treatment of employees. 

4 

Most private employers fell under the prohibitions prescribed in Title 

VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, ~nd under the enforcement arm of the 

federal government for administrative remedy, the Equal Employment Opportunity 

Commission (EEOC). However, the EEOC was not given authority to pursue 

settlement through voluntary compliance for public employees. Instead, after 

the investigation of a complaint of discrimination involving public employees, 

the EEUC is directed to seek action tnrough offices of the Department of 

Justice. Under the Equal Employment Act of 1972 § 706, the EEOC performs the 

s~ne investigative function for public employers (government. governmental 

agency, or political subdivision) as it does for private sector employers up 

to, but not including, the point of litigation. SUDsection 706(f)(1) provided 

that II ••• if the Commission has been unable to secure from the respondent a 

conciliation acceptable to the Commission; the Commission shall take no 

further action and shall refer the case to tne Attorney General who may bring 

a civil action against such respondent ••• 11 

In 1972, Congress adoed Section 717 to Title VII which. in effect, 

applied tne antidiscrimination law of Title VII to the federal government. 

While state and local government employees were brought under Title VII by 

changing the definition of ernp10yer in § 701(b), federal employees were 

brougnt under Title VII by the creation of 9 717. Prior to the 1972 

amenaments. federal employees had recourse against discrinlination based on 

sex. race, color. religion. or national origin through the administrative 

procedures established under Executi~e Order 11478 (1969, President Richard 

Nixon) but did not have access to jUdicial review. Currently, sole litigation 
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authority is vested in tne ~epartment of Justice witn respect to pUblic 
• employees othet than the federal government. The present perception is that 

the EEOC does not have any 1itigative function in cases involving public 

employees. 

Various federal legislative, administrative. and judicial restraints have 

been extendea to state and local government employers. Included among these 

restraints are the 1974 amendments to the Fair Labor Standards Act (PL 93-259) 

which extended federal responsibilities within the Equal Pay Act of 1963, 29 

USC 206(0) and the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967, 29 USC 621 et 

seq ~ 3235 to state ana local government employers. 

Generally, two oifferent legal grounds have been used by plaintiffs 

seeking redress for grievances aUeging discrimination in emp10,Ylnent. Other 

than protections for equal employment opportunity that exist in many state 

laws and federal acts, tne most cOlflllonly used legal grounds is the IIEqua1 

Protection Clause" of tne 14th Amendment, US Constitution, in conjunction with 

Sec 1983 of the Civil ~ights Act of 1871 (42 USCA Sec 1893). The second most 

commonly cited basis for suit is Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 

referred to as the Equal Employment Opportunity Act (42 USC A Sees 20003 et 

seq). federal legislative provisions which delineate discrimination in 

employment practice oased on race. color, religion, sex, or national origin 

inc1uoe as lIun lawfu1 employment pr-actices: 1I failing or refusing to hire or 

discharge any individual; discriminating with respect to compensation, terms, 

conditions. or privileges of employment; and limiting, segregating, or 

c1assifying employees in a manner which would deprive employment opportunities 

and affect employee status. 
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The purposes or objectives of these provhions at'e to achieve equality of 

employment dpportunities for all persons. to remove any past dhcriminatory 

barriers. and to cause emp10yrrlent to be oased only upon applicable job 

qualifications. Provisions of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 relating to 

discriminatory employment practices are not exclusive in regulating 

discriminatory employment practices in the private sector {Hames v. City of 

Atlanta (1978)), as the court revfew process includes consideration of the 

appropriate court order (e.g •• consent decree) or aaministrative procedure 

(e.g •• EEOC hearing or state fair employment practices hearing) indi~ated by 

the complaints of the plaintiff. 

The inability of the EEOC to. effect a settlement or voluntary compliance 

in pub 1 i c emp 1 oyment cases as presc ri bed b.y 9 706 (f)( 1) has resu 1 ted in 

primary reso1utiQn through the federal courts. State legislation on fair 

employment practices tends to be much less comprehensive than the federal 

Inandate (although state laws of New York provided the initial model for Title 

VII) and may be aescribed as generally weak or limited. The ambiguity. lack 

of comprehensiveness. and limitation of remedy typical of state law have 

resultea in federal court action a~ the most conmon means of seeking rearess 

for alleged violations of employment rights. The Civil Rights Act of 1964 

enlarged the role of the individual in federal court suits. rather than 

expanding remedies in aaministrative procedures. This resulted in the 

~xp10sion of discrimination suits filed in the late 1960s and 70s involving 

pUDlic employment. As infol~mal administrative efforts failed to settle 

complaints of discri~ination against public employers. individuals and groups 

increasingly sought court intervent~on and definition. The court in Moore v. 

City of San Jose (1980) reaffirmed the legislative intent of the Equal 
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Employment Opportunity Act in interpreting the congressional purpose to 

supp1ement'existing rights and remedies of public employees. 

Identifying Court Action Involving Fair Employment Practices 

7 

Complaints involving employment discrimination and fair employment 

practices could potentially be ~ddressed in state administrative processes. 

state court, federal EEOC procedure, or federal court. Given the possible 

options available to the complainant it is unfeasible here to identify all 

actions alleging discrinlination in public employment. Much of the litigation 

that is resolved in count). state. circuit. or state district courts is not 

recorded in reporter services or digests. Unless the facts or the decision of 

tne case warrant the attention of interested professionals, the case fails to 

receive mention in professional newsletters such as the AELE Legal Liability 

Reporter, labor law Journal. or municipal attorneys' magazines. 

Administrative procedures that are resolved at the state level and. to some 

extent. at the federal level, may be reported in the Bureau of National 

Affairs Fair Employment Practices Heporter service or the Commerce 

Clearinghouse. However e it is difficult, if not impossible to identify or 

obtain information on all suits filed at the state and lower federal court 

levels. No compendium exists that would allow examination of all police. 

public employment, or corrections' cases alleging violi!tions of fair 

employment practices, and unfortunately, many complaints have been filed and 

have reached r~solution at levels that are unavailable to the researcher 

through routine methods of examination. 

In order to follow the history and developmental philosophy of public 

policy in the area of fair public employment practices at the state and 

federal levels, an attempt was made to identify reported court suits allegir.g 

~ ,. 
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discrimination in the following employment areas. Of interest were suits 

filed bi'j~b-seekers, present employees, lo~a1 interest groups, and labor and 

fraternal organizations against law enforcement at the local, county, and 

state levels. Correctional positions in institutional facilities as well as 

supervisory positions at county and state levels were also examined as being 

the focus of civi 1 suits alleging employment discrimination. Thesf.Y 

occupations were compared against other categories of public employment with 

specific emphasis on other service-related public occupations. 

------------------------

'. 

9 

Police 

Cour,t review of employment discrimination, as established by Griggs v. 

DUke Power Co (1971), signaled the trend toward court intervention in unfair 

employment practices and resulted in lawsuits in numerous occupational 

settings alleging discrimination in various areas of employment conditions. 

Perhaps the best weathervane of legislative, administrative, and judicial 

philosophy concerning rights to fair employment practices in public employment 

nas been in the area of pUblic safety. Complaints alleging lack of compliance 

by governmental employers can be found most readily in one particular public 

occupation--police officer. Reviews of public emplo~nent practices have 

traditionally focusea upon the police as the primary target of evaluation of 

employer practices and intent. 

The practices involving police employment have been questioned for every 

standard of anti-discrimination stipulated in feaeral law. In addition to 

these federal rules, personnel practices regulating employment of police and 

law enforcement personnel are SUbject to the constitutional requirements of 

equal protection ana aue process. In Washington v. Davis (1976), the court 

held constitutional standards ap~lied in reviewing the5e standards to be more 

rigorous than statutory standards. 

Contentions asserting that positil)ns of public safety should be held to a 

d~rferent standara than other public occupations have not withstood judicial 

scrutiny. The courts nave consistently barred discriminatory acts that could 

not be supportea by administrative convenience or hbusiness necessityh 

(~chaefer v. Tannian (1975)) or the peculiar need for requiring 

confidentiality of departme~jtal acthities as these activities were found to 
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have a chilling p.f~ect on tne exercise of protected rights (US v. City of 

fililwaukee rt975j). 

10 

The number of suits directed toward public employment as a police officer 

has precipitated an intense review of police employment practices by the 

courts. It is unclear whether the large number of cases filed in this 

occupation is the result of more numerous acts of discrimination, the 

attractiveness of tne occupation, or the fact that public safety personnel 

comprise a large snare of public personnel rolls. Complaints have been lQdgea 

Dy those seeking to have current practices and standards reviewed or their 

condition relieved in every category of alleged discrimin~tion. including some 

peculiar to the police occupation. 

In order to chronicle the history of affirmative action efforts in 

criminal justice agencies, it is first necessary to map the nistorical 

development of puolic policy concerning equal opportunity to attain public 

emp"loyment. to De consiaerea for duties, assignments, and conditions of 

employment within the service. ana have access to channels and requirements 

for promotion. 

Selection Criteria 

The largest concentration of court action in defining employment 

discrimination policies has been on the most visible of government personnel 

functions--the selection of new employees. Evidence of discrimination has 

been relativ2ly easy to document and the availaDle remeaies have been within 

tne purview of the court. It is in the selection of new emp"layees that the 

organization's actions towarD ,ninority groups can generally be construed as a 

reflection of the overall policies and attitudes held toward those groups by 

the employer. The proliferation of discrimination suits aimed at initial 

employment screening critp.ria has caused employers and the courts to focus 

upon compl'ance in this sector. 

11 

Initially, courts looked at the motives or intent behind the selection 

practice in question, attempting to determine whether there was evil intent in 

the employer's decision to not hire persons because of t~eir race, color, 

religion, national origin, or sex. When an evil intent was determined, the 

employment practice was held to be discriminatory and in violation of the 

law. As evil motive or evil intent was almost impossiDle to prove, a legal 

defense evolved which declared "good intent or absence of discriminatory 

intent." 

Tne court'S definition of discrimination evolved later to the complaint 

of unjust ~reatment following allegations of denial of equal treatment. The 

courts did not find employers guilty of discrimination in employment when all 

job applicants (or employees) were treated equally in matters of hiring and 

other conditions of employment. As long as employment decisions were based on 

equal standards for minorities such as Blacks, Hispanics or women and their 

majority counterparts, no discrimination was found. Investigations of 

discrimination based on evil intent or denial of equal treatment principles 

did not take into account effects of the employer's past discriminatory 

practices; rather. they concentrated on the evaluation of the incident at 

hand. The requirements o~ litigation unoer this standard placed the burden of 

proof of discrimination solely upon the plaintiff. 

In Griggs v. Duke Power Co (1971), the court produced a new standard of 

evaluating employment discrimination in addressing the concept of adverse 

impact. While the court agreed that th~ employer had no evil motives in its 

employment practices and that the qualification requirements in question had 
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been administered equally between r~ces, it also noted that the consequences 

of these employment practices resulted in an adverse impact on Blacks. The 

employment (and promotional) prerequisite of possession of a high school 

diploma or passage of general intelligence tests rendered a "markedly 

disproportionate number of Negroes (at 429) ineligible. 1I The court noted, 

however, that if an employment practice could be shown to be a "business 

necessity," it would not be prohibited even though it adversely impacted a 

protected group. Tne IIbusiness necessity" defense shifted the burden of proof 

away from the plaintiff (after establishing the adverse impact of the 

employrrlent practices) to the employer to prove the job-relatedness of that 

practice. The EEOC guidelines established in light of Griggs v. Duke Power Co 

listed three methods in which the employer mignt acceptably validate tests for 

jOb-relatedness. It al"lowed for construct validity or a standard of 

personal characteristics essential for successful performance on the job such 

as moral character or psychological stabi 11ty. Content validity as an 

allowable method addressed the question as to whether the test measured skills 

to be used on the job. A study which determined if those performing 

satisfactorily on a test performed equally as well on the job was allowed as 

criterion-related validity. 

The validation guidelines for job-relatedness established by the EEOC 

were granted great deference in Albemarle Paper Co v. Moody (1975). The EEOC 

guidelines required employers to gear tests to job specifications and 

descriptions and further required validation and periodic checks for 

validity. The burden for authenti~ation of all tests and standards fell upon 

the employer, thus aisallowing the abrogation of responsibi lity through a 

reliance upon "Fanned" or IIstore bought ll testing instruments. 

.. 

13 

Public agencies have a responsibility to (.st3b1ish reclsonao1e 
• nondiscriminatory standards under which it will hire people for employment 

(Fraternal Order of Police v. City of Dayton (1973) and Berks County Prison v. 

Com, Human Relations Corrm [1978J). The courts have reasonclb1y conc'luded that 

it is incumbent upon public employees to set, if not a higher standard, at 

least a higher ciegree of vigi lance in monitoring aiscrimincltory acts and 

procedures as a matter of public policy. Therefore governments have a greater 

obligation to set an example by validation of tests. Gover'nments are expected 

to set an example for the private sector and are exhorted to provide direction 

in acceptable methods of validation of screening criteria and affirmative 

action programming. Where possiole, the feaeral courts halfe usually deferred 

to the states in the determination of specific fair employment practices. 

Most states have enacted various civil rights statutes for the protection 

of all races, majority ana minority, from unfair employment practices. State 

fair employment statutes do not force employment on the basis of an 

applicant's nlernbership in a particular minority group. Rather, every person 

must be given the opportunity to apply for any job not legally exempted by 

relevant statutes {Berni v. Leonard (197l), and Com, Human Relations Comm v. 

beaver Falls City Council (1976)j. However, ·after a proper application is 

filea, the employer can apply its standardS to determine whether a person is 

qualified for tne position sought (~1cllvr.J..~ v. Pennsylvania State Police 

[lY74J). 

Recruiting 

The extent of employer recruitment efforts in terms of geographic 

aistribution, methoa, and impact has been of concern to the court. Given a 

disparate impact or imbalance in the e'nployer's workforce, it has been found 
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that discriminatory methods ha~e been used in recruiting efforts. Typically 
• 

detrimental to the attraction of minorities (or application are such practices 

as word-of-mouth announcements and referrals and active recruitment efforts in 

predominantly white or male-oriented locations. 

Word-of-mouth recruiting by a predominantly wh1te and/or male work force 

has been the subject of judicial review. Testimony has indicated that 

employees normally advise people of their own race and of their own sex 

(generally relatives, friends, and neighbors) of job opportunities at their 

work place (Parham v. Southwestern Bell Tel Co [1970). The court in EEOC v. 
. . 

Detroit Edison Co (1975) stated that numerous findings of discrimination 

against minorities occur fro~ word-of-mouth recruitment conducted by an 

all-white work force which in effect replicates those racial characteristics 

(Long v. ~ [1974j). The combination of a majority white work force and a 

history of racial discrimination in employment was sufficient to cause the 

court to reject word-of-mouth recruitment in Neely v. City of Grenada (1977). 

If the wora-of-mouth recruitment effort only notified former employees without 

taking new applications, the effort operated to the detriment of Black 

applicants (NAACP v. City of Corinth [1979). However. challenges to existing 

minority recruitment efforts must show them to be inadequate and a failure 

before discrimination can be sustained. On these grounds, the plaintiff in ~ 

v. COlTITlonwealth of Virginia (1978) failed to prove that the efforts of a 

minority trooper canvassing in his police cruiser on a one-to-one basis was an 

inadequate Hlack recruitment effort. In Bailey Y. DeBard (1975). the court 

determined that word-of~nouth recruiting improperly excluded Blacks as 

potential recruits. The reliance upon the image of the department to attract 

unsolicited applicants into employment pools has been ruled discriminatory. 

----- ---------------------- -------------------------
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This is especially true in rural comnlunities where the ~lack population is 

pr~dominantiy concentratea in urban areas or where this population is outside 

the conmunication network conveying positive perceptions of employment 

conditions and opportunities in the service. As with other employment 

screening criteria, lack of success in recruiting is not alone indicative of 

oiscriminatory practices. 

Suits alleging Oiscrimination in recruiting efforts aimea at minority 

populations have yenerally named governnlental agencies as defendants as have 

nU!llerous court suits adaressing other employment practices. Thi~ is probably 

due to the placement of recruitment and selection responsibilities wlthin a 

public personnel department. Court actions cnallenging recruithlent proceoures 

aodress the wider effort by government and 00 not tend to concentrate solely 

upon attempts to attract police applicants. However, challenyes have been 

filed against citizenship ana residency requirements which seem, on their 
, 

face, to Dar potential minority applicants from certain categories of 

employment. 

The preference for a local resident was held in Shack v. Southworth 

(1975) to be valia as a jOb-relatea criterion where applicants who had served 

as policemen in tne local townShips were favored over a Black applicant as the 

plaintiff faileo to show the preference rule had a racially biased impact • 

The State was also allowed to conHne application for police employment to US 

citizens as tne polici-function was founa to bear a rational relationship to 

citizenShip (Foley v. Connelie [1978). 

Height ana weight Stand~ 

An emp10ynlent practice based on height or weight is not inherently 

discriminatory if it does not explicitly discriminate against a specific sex 
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or ethnic group and is therefore not specifically prohibited by Title VII. 

However, 'f·the criterion is found to have a disprdportionate impact on a 

minority group, it will be scrutinizea to determine its constitutionality •• If 

no formal standard for testing or measurement has been established or 

utilized, no alleged aiscriminator:Y procedure e)(ists to challenge. (Police 

Conference of New York, Inc v. Municipal Training Council (1979j) 

Minimum height and weight requirements, employment selection criteria 

unique to the profession of law enforcement, have been found to have a 

disparate impact on Asians, women, and Spanish-surnamed applicants. In 

setting screening criteria for selection to the police department, the 

governmental entity must demonstrate that requirerr~nts which have a 

substantial oisparate impact on minorities have a demonstrated job-relatedness 

(Castro v. ~eecher (1972) ana Officers for Justice Y. Civil Service Comm of 

the City and County of San Francisco (1975]). The criterion alone does not 

become unconstitutional merely because it has a disproportionate impact 

(Washington v. Davis (1976J). In the absence of business necesslty, the 

public employer must prove that the standaro bears a rational relationship to, 

and is a valid predictor of, successful job performance (League of United 

Latin American Citizens v. City of Santa An~ (1976), Officers for Justice v. 

Civil 5ervice Comn of City ana County of San Francisco [1975J, and Guardians 

Assn of New York City Police Oept, Inc v. Civil Service Comm of New York City 

(1977). Husiness necessity must be proven beyona the basis of opinion as 

that of a police chief who testifiea that he believed taller officers met less 

physical intimidation (Horace v. City of Pontiac (19~O) and 5chick v. 

Hronstein [1978j). In .Smith v. Troyan (1975), the court held that there are 

certain psy,chological advantages to size and that certain police functions 

., 

would be better accomplished by taller officers (Smith v. City of fast 

Cleveland t1975). The court in Arnold v. Ballard (1975) also upheld the use 

of height/weight criteria as being properly jOb-related and not racially 

biased. Despite the exclusion of certain ethnic groups and females, the Bureau 

of State Police in Kentucky Comm on Human Rights v. Commonwealth of ~entucky 

(1979) made a sufficient showing to the court that physical characteristics of 

size and appearance were necessary qualifications for the safe and efficient 

performance of the duties of a state trooper. Such a showing was not 

successfully demonstrated in Blake v. City of Los Angeles (1979) and Brace v. 

O'Neill (1979) where the defendant faile~ to show height was a predictor of 

successful job performance. Under the same ,"equirement for substantiation of 

job-relate.dness, minimum weight requirements were held to be discriminatory by 

the court in US v. Commonwealth of Virginia (1978). The contention that the 

exclusion of women from employment as state troopers was intended for their 

protection and the protection of the public was not sufficient in Mieth v. 

Oothard (1976) to justify minimu!ll height and weight limitations which the court 

held had the effect of excluding women. Job performance standards must be bona 

fide occupational qualifications, n~asuring necessary and vital tasks in the 

occupation as well as what they purported tu measure. 

The Supreme Court in Dothard v. Rawlinson (1977) determined that a 

plaintiff need only ShOW a significantly discriminatory pattern to shift the 

burden to the Defendant to demonstrate the JOD relateaness of the aggrieved 

practice. The failure of the defendant to introduce evidence to rebut a 

discriminatory pattern caused the court to uphold a statistical prima facie 

case of discrimination. In that case, the defendant's argument did not support 

their contention that height ana weight were related to strength. The , 



.. 
determination of bona fide occupational qualifications would preclude 

al1egations'of discrimination despite the adverse impact of exclusion of 

protected minority classes. 
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The elimination of a height requirement and the substitution of a 

pl'ssib'ly relevant task stanciard does not negate the department's 

responsibility to relate the screening criteria to a job-relevant task. In ~ 

v. State of New York (1979), the court ruled that the department's requirement 

that acceptable applicants be able to see over a patrol car while pOinting a 

shotgun was little more than a disguised attempt to unlawfully discriminate 

against women and Spanish-surnamed applicants through a height requirement. 

Testing 

The majority of suits filed alleging discrimination in Doth the public 

and private sectors dealt witn test construction, job relateciness, and 

va1iaity. As early as 1974, the court required that employers utilize some 

type of objective JOD-re1ated criteria for hiring police personnel with tests 

bearing a demonstranle relationship to successful job performance (NAACP v. 

Allen (1974j). In Washington v. Davis (1976), the court determined that 

correlating training pr09ram success with screening test scores sensibly 

measured and met the jon-relatedness requirement. The finding in Washington 

v. Davis, in which the Washington, DC Police Department used a written test 

developed by the US Civil Service Cumnlission for selection of police officers, 

was not contrary either to Griggs or Albemarle Paper Co, as successful 

completion of the training program as a methOd of vaHdation met both the 

standards of necessity ana job relatedness determined in Griggs and the 

standards of measurement detenllined in Albemarle. 

--------~- - -~-
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The decision in Washington v. Davis set the stage for a plethora of suits 

alleging djscrimination in testing procedure and measurement validity in law 

enforcement as well as other occupations in both public and private 

employment. As defined by the EEOC, employment tests included 

paper-and-penci1 tests and performance measures used in the decision to employ 

independent of considerations of decision weighting, as well as all formal, 

scored, quantified, or standardized techniques used to assess suitability for 

employment to a specific function. Following the history of the development 

of equal employment legislation both at the state and federal levels, as well 

as the evolution of administrative guidelines, challenges to tests used to 

aete'rmine aamissibility in police employment reflect preva.i.ling public 

policy. Initial.cha1lenges as presented in Castro v. Heecher (1972) focused 

not on the content or construct of the written examination, but upon the 

impact of the examination statistically on Black applicants. The court held 

that the pass rate on the test (2~ percent Slacks, 10 percent 

Spanish-surnamed, 65 percent others) Showed a prima facie case of racial 

discrimination--but chose not to invalidate the accomplished procedure. 

Tne development of public policy concerning affirmative action in 

employment beyond reliance on statistics to indicate aaverse impact mov~d to 

an emphasis on the validity of the test and its relationship to the job being 

sought. This accounts for the volume of lawsuits filed on behalf of 

minorities seeking to be employed as police officers. Successful challenges 

attacked the premi~e of job relatedness of the test measure uncier 

consiaeration, the validation procedure used to determine knowledge or skill 

accomplishment, or the thoroughness of the data presented to support the 

employer's case. , 
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To the courts, tne crux of challenges to the tl1scriminatory impact of 

screening tests centers upon the purpose of ~ne test (content valiaity) rather 

than ~ts effect.in screeniny out a di~proportionate nWflb~r of minority 

applicants. The decision in Uavis promptea controversy as to whether success 

in training was a proper criterion for determining the relationship of the 

test to the aesired result--success in employment. Uavis dia not completely 

00 away witn tne consideration of disparate impact as exemplified by Ensley 

~ranch of tne NAACP v. Seioels (l~aO). The court determined that the Davis 

rationale coula not oe extenoed to the general proposition that any test can 

be valioated by showing a relationship to training without respect to the 

test's aoility to preoict job performance. Higher test scores could only be 

justified if tn~re was evidence to show tnat those who achieved higher scores 

aid better on tne job than those who scored lower Which was not supported by 

the aata presentee by the defendant in this case. 

lhe buroen rests with the employer to presellt data or eviaence to support 

the valiaity of a test as a preaictor of job performance. Past or present use 

of a particu'lar test by another agenci or government witnout challenge does 

not. constitute {"lent acceptance of the instrument itself (U5 v. City of 

Cnicago [1977}). The courts were not impressea with th~ level of 

conscientious effort given by employers to valiaate tests to job performance 

if the test continuea to result in an aaverse impact upon rninorUy 

applicants. Tne courts acknowleaged the diversity of knowleage ana skill 

demanded by the police profession and recognized that easily n~asured job 

skill requirements mignt not aoequately reflect the varied duties performed by 

th~ officer. In U~ v. ~tate of ~ew York (1979), the court noted that 

screeniny procecJures for the profession of police officer coula not be easily 

- --- ------ --------- -------------------
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broke" (.IO~Jn into testable skills. i{ather than adjusting the test to better 
" , 

reflect outcomes Similar to job demands, the court determined in Guardians 

Assn of New York City Police Dept v. Civil Service Comm of New York City 

(1977) that in the absence of research involving job analysis, tests 

purporting to measure job task could not be viewed as adequate predictors of 

job performance. 

Tne EEOC and later the courts examinea the environment in which tests 

(whether jOb-related and validated or not) were administered to applicants for 

employment to determine whether this environment was i~dicative of any 

informa'i policies of the agency or government to discriminate. Such factors 

as the physical conditions at the time of the examination, the culture bias of 

the instrument used, ana the arbitrary demarcation of the pass/fail cutoff 

were citea as conditions under which discrimination mig~t occur. In both 

Guardians Assn of New York City Police Dept,' Inc v. Civil Service Comm of New 

York City (1977) and Ensley ~ranch of the NAACP v. Seibels (1~80), the 

p)aintiff successfully challenged a test in which the job relatedness was 

potentially valid but tne aesignation of the cutoff passing score was 

arbitrary. 

Tne type and frequency of the tests given for preemployment screen·~ng 

have also been at issue (~hiela Club v. City of Clevelana [1974j). 

SCheduling of examinations was at issue in Schaefer v. Tannian (1975) where 

men were offered the opportunity to take employment application tests weekly 

but women were only offered a yearly opportunUy to test fo~· placement in a 

women's division or its successor. Explanations of administrative convenience 

were not found to be sufficient or acceptable justifications for what the 

court found to be sex aiscrimination. 
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The content of the tests usea to screen potential applicants for the , 
police position as liel1 as rank officers for promotion must be valid as well 

as nondiscriminatory. If an employment practice excludes Blacks and it cannot 

be shown to De job-related. then its use is prohibited (White v. City of 

Suffolk (1978)). The court founa in ~hielo Club v. City of Cleveland (1975) 

that lack of discriminatory intent did not offset the fact of discriminatory 

impact on ~lacK5 and HispaniCS. If few minority applicants achieve passing 

scores. then the test must be va1ioated. The absence of a substantial 

relationship between JOD performance measures ana test scores negatea tl~ use 

of multiple choice tests where the items had no impermissible effect on the 

examination. A few defective inDivioua1 questions 00 not negate the validity 

of an otherwise valiDated preaictive t~st (drown v. ~ew ~avell Civil Service 

Boaro (1979). NonvillidateCl tests were not held to be oiscriminatory per se 

or in vfolation of equal employment opportunities provisions of the law. 

However. when they resulted in uiscrimination. the employer was required to 

provide satisfactory justification (Peltier v,~ City of targo [1975). Factors 

suct! as cultural bias where no active or intentional discrimination existed 

prompted a finDing of de facto dis~rimination in Commonwealth of Penn v. 

Sebastian (1!:O2). lIpart from discriminatory effect. the predictive validity 

of successful job performance based on the completion of training was held to 

be insufficiently jOb-related in Commonwealth of Penn v. O'Neill (1972). 

5e1ecting out specific jOb tasks is also subject to scrutiny where the 

content of the test woulo have a biased effect on nonwhite applicants. In 

driageport Guaroians. Inc v. 8ridgeport Civil ~ervice Contn (1973). the court 

conc1uaea that use of mug shots of only white persons to test ability to 

Observe facial characteristics for later identification was discriminatory 
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against nonwhite applicants. ~~ each race can more readi ly recognize facial 

features 01 its own race. Special oral and written conmunication skills. 

however. were acceptable (~ashington v. Davis [1976) if the level set for 

paSSing was appropriate. In the same category. tests measuring reading. 

comprehension. memory. note taKing, and the use of verbal skins were also 

held to bear a rational relationship to police tasks in Allen v. City of 

Nobile (1973). The task must be accurately measured by the test construct. 

In Guardians Assn of New York City Police Dept, Inc v. Civil Service Co~n of 

New York City (1980) When a pen-and-paper test was used to measure 

communicative teChniques ana memory, the test was ruleCl invaliu. A 

demonstration that the highest scores on the examination would proviae an 

eligioility list of applicants who could best serve as police officers would 

oe sufficient to meet tne test. In Craig v. Los Angeles County (1980), the 

court upheld the validity of a written examination with a correlation 

coefficient of .60 in relation to acaoemic performance at the police academy. 

The written examination was held to be non discriminatory against 

Mexican-American applicants notwitnstanding its adverse impact as it was 

reasonable to expect some minimum job-relateD stanaard for employment 

selection. 

The manner in whiCh test:. are conductea must also meet acceptable 

standaras of conauct and evaluation. For example, in Shie1ti Club v. City of 

C1evelana, the court ordered that use of polygraph examinations to scre~n 

app licants must confonn to nat iona l1y rt!cognized stanaaras. eliminating 

personnel assessments and/or recommendations by the polygraph operator. 
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Background Screening 

Absen~ established standards. applicants for the position of police 

officer cannot be rejected on the basis of ambiguous criteria or arbitrary 

standards for qualifications of bad character. immoral conduct. and dissolute 

habits based on information obtained during a background investigation where 

the standards had a disproportionate impact on Black applicants (~ v. City of 

Chicago [1977J and Baker v. City of St Petersburg [1968j). Subjective hiring 

procedures have been closely scrutinized by th,e courts (Woody v. City of West 

Miarni [1979j). Inquiries into education. employment. financial condition, 
r 

arrest::;, military serv'ice. driving history. and arrest records of members of 

the applicant's family resulted in a finding of unlawful racial discrimination 

against Black candidates in US v. City of Chicago (1977). Disproportionate 

impact on Black applicants was not found in US v. Co~nonwealth of Virginia 

(1978). where applicants for the position of state trooper were disqualified 

on the basis of credit rating. cohabitation practices. venereal disease. prior 

arrests. convictions. tickets. previous jobs. or illegitimacy. Bankruptcy as 

a bar to employment was found to hold no racial bias when the standard was 

applied uniformly to all races (~arshall v. District of Columbia [1975]) and 

where ~ bankrupt applicants were acceptea. 

A hiring policy which excludes Blacks from employment as police officers 

because they had arrest records was found to be inherently discriminatory in 

City of Cairo v. Fair Employm~nt Practices Comm (1974) regardless of lack of 

motive or intent. However, in US v. City of Chicago (1916), the court upheld 

the city defendant where background investigations were based upon major 

criminal convictions or proof of criminal conduct. With failure rates of 41 

percent for Hlacks and Spanish surnamed and 53 percent for white males, no 

I 
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disproportionate impact was founa in this case by the court. Exclusion from 

employment ~s a police officer Due to felony conviction, being fired for 

shoplifting. abandoning a position, and pattern of heroin use was not found to 

oe baseD upon racial considerations in Drayton v. City of 5t Petersburg 

(197~). The court suggested in Arnola v. Ballard (1975) that written criteria 

be oeveloped, aefining specific areas of the applicant's Oackground to oe 

evaluated and criteria for exclusion from employment conSideration. 

Governmenta1 code regulations prohibiting ex-felons from employment as 

peace officers were found not to aiscrinlinate in Hetherington v. Calif State 

Personnel ~oaro (1978), as these did not violate state equal opportunity laws 

in non job-relatea criteria. The courts have gone further to prohibit 

preemployment inquiries by police employers which specifica1ly discriminate 

against one of the ~rotected categories that are set fortn in statutes .., 
prohibitng discrimination in employment (Fahn v. Cowlitz County [1980j). The 

£qua', Employment Opportunity Commission (Oecision ,No. 76-135. ~ept. 7, 1976) 

he'ld that there was reasonaole cause to believe that a police department 

discriminated against a female police patrol applicant on the basis of her sex 

where a male could not suffer exclusion. The applicant in question had three 

chi loren, was a new city resident, WaS formerly a police detective. and was 

marriea to a salesman. In another case. sex bias was ruleo where the femaie 

app 1 icant was an unwed mother, was di vorced from a drug addict, and had beeri a 

paia informer. 

Education 

The traditionally accept~d minimum standard for educational aChievement 

prior to application as a police officer has been graduation from nigh school 

or the equivalent (such as a certificate of equivalency or honoraole diSCharge 

1.0 
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from a minimum of 3 years miHtary service). This standard ,,:as supported with 

a recommen~ation of higher educational attainment by the President's 

Commission on Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. Despite the statistical 

disparity between ~lacks and Spanish-surnamed persons and white males in 

achieving the minimum education standards, the court in Castro v. Beecher 

(1972) found a compelling state interest in professionalizing the police 

department by setting such a standard. Disparate negative impact was not 

enough to sustain a finding of discrimination in League of United Latin 

American Citizens v. City of Santa Ana (1976) where Mexican-Americans 

disproportionately failed to meet a high school education requirement. The 

court in Morrow v. Villard (1976) also held a high school education or its 

equivalent to bear a demonstrable and significant relationship to the 

successful performance of the duties of state trooper. In Aguilera v. Cook 

County Police Merit Board (1979), the use of a high school criterion was 

considered an unacceptable rebuttal of national origin discrimination, where 

no evidence of job relatedness or a validation study was introduced. Where 

its relationship to job perfonmance can be shown, a more stringent standard is 

allowed. In Jackson v. Curators of University of Missouri (1978), the court 

upheld a 2-year college education requirement for univers1ty security guards 

as a showing of disproportionate impact was not substantiated. The court 

contended in US v. City of Buffalo (1978) that the relationship of a high 

school or equivalency requirement to job performance had been validated by 

meaningful study. [The court noted in Morrow that affirmative raci~l hiring 

was unaffected by the ~akke decision. In order to rebut a claim of reverse 

oiscrimination, the defendant (the Univers~ty of California Regents) would 

have had to prove that even without a special admissions program the 

----------
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plaintiff, Bakke, would not have been admitted. (University of Califol'r;i! 

Regents v. ~akke [1978]). uiven that, the S~preme Court held that the program 

allowing special admission of a specified number of students from certain 

minority groups was unconstUutional and invalid. The court noted, howeve'r, 

that schools were entitled to take race into account as a factor in their 

admissions programs. An analysis of Tale VII in United Steelworkers of 

America v. Weber (1979) stated that Congress prohibited the requirement of 

racially preferential integration efforts but would not forbid voluntary 

efforts.) 

Psychological Interviews 

The use of the California short-fonm test of mental maturity was 

disallowed in League of United Latin American Citizens v. City of Santa Ana 

(1976) as it was not shown to be sufficiently job related to permit its use in 

screening applicants for employment as police officers. The court noted that 

the test in question had a discriminatory impact on Mexican-Americans. 

Physical Ability/Agility 

Physical agility requirements have posed special problems for women in 

employment testing, especially when the selection testing procedures emphasize 

upper body strength. Considerations of endurance, coordination, dexterity, 

and speed have been accepted as measures of physical fitness in performing the 

police function. As long as tests measure the criterion referenced to the 

task to be performea by the officer without undue advantage to one sex or the 

other, courts have uphela their usage. When applied uniformly, physical 

fitness ana the ability to Ineet the physical deman~s of the occupation are 

generally viewea as suitable screening tests for employment as a police 

officer. Generally, physical agility and strength tests that have a 

J.I 
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differential impact on females are not invalid per se as long as they provide 
" . a proper means ot demonstrating ability to perform tasks ordinarily required 

of police offic.ers (Hardy v. Stumpf [1978J and Maine Human Rights Conm v. City 

of Auburn (lY79]). However, when there is a substantial disparate impact upon 

womenr. the employer mu.st demonstrate job-relatedness (Officers for JusHce v. 

Civil Service Comm of the City and County of San Francisco [1975J). The court 

has further stated that even if the testing device was job-related, the 

employer must show that there are no acceptable alternative practices which 

could accomplish the same purpose with lesser adverse impact. In Officers for 

. Justice v. Civil Service Comm of City and County of San Francisco, the San 

Francisco Police Uepartment used a rated, rather than a pass/fail physical 

examination. In rejecting this test, the court determined ,that job-related 

skills to be tested should relate to routine patrol work, not just physical 

skills used in emergency situations. The court suggested that teamwork, 

intelligence, judgment, patience, and verDa1 skills were more important than 

physical skills in emergency situations. Since the test used almost totally 

exc1uaed females, the exclusion r~quired Q very high showing of business 

necessity despite the substantial efforts of San Francisco to validate the 

testing proceaure. 

Job relatedness cannot be intuitively developed independent of objective 

validation if the physical ability test has a disparate impact on females as 

found in Harless v. Duck (1980). Job relatedness in itself did not 

sufficiently oemonstrate business necessity 1n Blake v. City of Los Angeles 

(197~). Under Title VII, the department was r~quired to demonstrate that 

physical abilities requirements were necessary for safe and efficient job 

performance. An example, as found in Castro Vs Beecher (1972), was the 
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lOO-yard swim test which had a demonstrable relationship to general fitness 

and certaiu types of emergency rescue funct~ons even though it disqualified 

menlbers of some minority groups. The court has challenged the use of physical 

agility tests that were carelessly administered, not jOb-related, not designed 

to have the least adverse impact agai~st women, and in some instances, not 

applied uniformly to men and women applicants (Officers for Justice v. Civil 

Service Comm of City and County of S&n Francisco (1975J). The court in Hardy 

v. Stumpf (lY78) affirmed that a female applicant who was unable to qualify 

under some less stringent standard subsequently ruled discriminatory could not 

be required to pass a more stringent tes~ • 

Discrimination Based on Sex and/or Race 

Once employed or eligible for employment in the police profession, 

plaintiffs have alleged that the city or police department had acted to 

prevent their taking a position on the force. In Collins v. City of Los 

Angeles (1978), the court investigated the possibility of discrimination in 

the failure decisions of the certifying police academy. The court found no 

convincing evidence that the police training academy acted to prevent Blacks 

or females from graduating. effectively blocking them from employment as 

police officers. The acad~~ sufficientl¥documented that its standards for 

successful completion of training could be expected to produce competent 

police officers. 

Pattern ana practice allegations of discrimination have been used in place 

of challenging specific selection criteria (Collmonwealth of '~ v. Flaherty 

(1975). Where such practices have been found to violate federal civi'l rights 

statutes and the 13th and 14th amendments to the Constitution, the courts h'ave 

acted to impose minimum hiring quotas (Reeves v. Eaves [1976). The police 
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aepartment cannot claim that it is legally shielded from providing equal 

emp10yment~opportunity (Berni v. Leonard [1972). as the courts recognize the 

protect.ion of the civil rights of employees in the public sector. However. 

where layoffs were required to accommodate budgetary cutbacks. the court in 

Acha v. Hearne (1978) held that sex discrimination DiD not exist when women 

hired last were laid off first, despite the adverse impact upon women. 

The physical characteristics' unique to females have been aadressed by the 

court. In Koller v. City of San Mateo (1975). the court held that pregnancy 

was not an allowable criterion for discrimination. If the municipality 

routinely assigned temporarily disabled officers to ""light duty" assignment 

(and conceivably allowed those temporarily aisao1ed to proceed through the 

selection process if the test standards were met), then pregnant females must 

be allowed the same opportunity. 

If the female does not perform the same tasks as the contestee. position 

description, then there is no basis for discrimination by sex. For example, 

the court held in Com, Human Relations Comnl v. deaver Falls City Council 

(1976) that parking meter attendants whose responsibilities included primarily 

ticketing automobiles parked overtime and occasionally looking for stolen 

automobiles or helpin~ to transport female prisoners. were not police 

officers. Since the two positions of police officer and parking meter 

attendant were not substantially the same. hiring won~n to the latter position 

was not in itself discriminatory. An analysis of work effort. skill. and 

responsibility would have to be addressed before different assignments could 

be compensated at different scales of pay (Howard v. ~ard County (1976j). 

The court in Manley v. filoMle County. Ala (1977) found that a sheriff's 

refusal to hire qualified female applicants was not a bona fide occupational 
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qualification. The court viewed this refusal as a personal preference 

defeating t~e purpose of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. The 

sheriff's practice of ignoring female applicants for positions other than 

clerical was ruled discriminatory, despite possible job-related considerations 

of safety due to prisoner contact. Absolute bars to employment based upon 

policy and past practice are not sufficient without a showing that male gender 

is a occupational qualification necessary for the position of patrol officer 

(U5 v. fity of Buffalo [1978J, further relief directed in 1979). 

The number of occupations or aSSignments in which a sex-based exception 

woulc meet legal tests are few. If the employer can prove that gender 

exclusion is an authentic and genuine business necessity. the courts will 

consider it as an occupational qualification. Co-worker preference. cost of 

installing separate facilities such as locker rooms, and presentations of 

stereotypic scenarios prophesizing future failure are not sufficient defenses 

of gender exclusion. 

/"- Race as a bona fide occupational qualification has been argued in the 

courts. Proponents argue that increasing the number of Blacks enforcing. and 

stanaing as symbols of. the law and of or~er maint~nance in the community. 

will improve the efficiency and effectiveness of law enforcement. They 

suggest that the police department. being the most visible arm of government. 

shou10 act as a model to assure the BlaCK community that the government will 

no longer act in a discriminatory manner. However. in Hadnott v. City of 

Prattville, Ala (1970), the court ruled that there was no eviaence that 

inferior police or fir~ protection was affected by racial composition of 

personnel. Race-conscious hiring programs have been challengeD by white 

applicants and those seeking promotion in the service as being a form of 
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reverse discrimination. The equal protection clause of the 14th Amendment 

prohibits ~ state or its governmental subdi~isions from distributing 

government jobs on the basis of race. In addition, Title VII of the Civil 

Rights Act of 1964 expressly ana absolutely prohibits employment decisions 

basea on race. 

Race-conscious hiring setting a minimum quota of ~lacks to be hired as 

poli.ce officers has been uphelo by the courts in numerous cases (Guardians 

Assn of l~ew York Clty Police Dept, Inc v. Civil Service Coom of New York City 

[1~80j, NAACP v. ~l1en (1974j, (loores v. i~cNamara (1979), and Commonwealth of 

~ v. Sebastian (1973)). The courts have upheld the use of quota programs 

to eliloinate effects of past biases (US v. City of Miami (1~80j and US v. City 

pf Alexanaria (1980]). The court in Detroit Police Officers' Assn v. Young 

(197~) statea that a preferential hiring plan whiCh seeks to alleviate an 

imbalance causea by traditional practices of job discrimination is a 

reasonable voluntary response. 

The courts have been more likely to approve quota systems which are 

temporary ana whiCh 00 not require the hiring of unqualified applicants. 

Quotas have not denied availability of police positions to White or male 

applicants. Usually, the court, through its order or a Signed consent decree, 

has stip~lated a number, or percentage, of positions to be filleo by minority 

applicants. In Erie HUlllan Relations CormJ v. Tullio (1974), the court -ordered 

the police department to hire BlaCkS for ten out of the next twenty job 

openings on the force. The ratio of one ,Black to two white new employees was 

found to be proper in Co","onwealth of Penn v. O'Neill (1973). A racial hirino 
~ 

quota of two blacK applicants fur every tnre~ white apphcants Gnd il separate 

minimum hiring quota of female officers were determined by the court in ~ v. 
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City of 11';1~ukee (1975). In Shield Club v. City of Cleveland (1972), the 

court prescribed a hiring quota based on considerations of past 

discrimination,' setting the percentage of minority candidates to be hired as 

the percentage that would have qualified had the employment ex~mination not 

been biased. Some courts have opted to define a hiring goal in terms of a 
<. 

loose quota, generally reflecting minority representation in the community. 

The limits on the permanence of a quota system were addressed in' NAACP v. 

Civil Service Comm of the City and County of San Francisco (1973) in which the 

court directed that three qualified minority applicants be hired for every two 
~ 

nonminority empioyees until the total number of minority police officers 

equaled 3U percent of the department's force. Chal~enges to reverse 

discrimination on the basis of unconstitutionality were upheld by the court in 

Liege v. Town of Montclair (1976) which found that a hiring quota which 

required employing one qualified Black applicant for each qualified white 

applicant was discriminatory against other qualified white and nonwhite 

app licants. 

Assertions of diminished competence due to lowered standards were made in 

Oburn v. Shapp (1975) but such a showing was not supported. To offset 

possible perceptions of lowered, hence inferior, criteria for employment of 

minority applicants, some courts directed the establishment of pools of 

eligible minority employees. 

These priority pool£ allowed departments to meet court mandated 

affirmative action efforts while, in some cases, disregarding established 

e'ligiDility rosters generated through invalid means (Castro v. Beecher [1972] 

and Ensley Branch of the NAACPv. Seibels [19S0]). In some cases, the court 

has instituted hiring freezes on white applicants (Morrow v. Crisler [1974]) 
,'" 
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or on any new emploY\~l'r. beyond those necessary to maintain the current 

strength'ofthe department (Conmonwealth of Penn v. O'Neill (1972j). Issues 

of public safety and interest caused the court to reject such a request for 

employment freezes in Washington v. Walker (1976) and Sooth v. Prince Georges 

County, Maryland (1975). 

Promotions 

Subjective measures of testing and ranking are more likely to be found in 

procedures that select employees for pro~otion than in any other area of 

emp)oyrr~nt practice. Legitimate business necessity again supports the only . 
justification for stanaards or procedures which operate to deny minorities and 

women promotional opportunities. The Supreme Court in Griggs v. Duke Power Co 

(1971) looked at three factors in determining that promotional standards and 

procedures in question were nondiscriminatory: (1) the relationship of 

prolnotional standards to jOb performance, (2) promotional standards' disparate 

impact on Blacks, and (3) the organization'S longstanding practices of alleged 

discrimination. A history of whites-only promotion or disparate placement 

preventing nonwhite individuals' movement up th~ career ladder has been viewed 

by the court as indicative of discrimination. In addition to stati.stics, the 

court must also examine patterns, practices, and policies before reaching a 

finding of discrimination. ~onobjective standards have been suspect by the 

courts because of their capacity for masking bias. The court assumes that the 

decision to promote or upgrade an employee will be based upon the needs of the 

organi,zation and the worker's qualifications, not on the worker's race, color, 

sex, religion, national origin, or age. Yet voluntary affirmative action 

programs that promote minority officers were found to be proper in Haker v. 

City of Detroit (1979). The court determined that where an equal number of 
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Slacks and white officers were promoted, white officers were not denied equal 

opportun1ty~ 

Failure to promote is not sufficient proof of bias. In Vanguard Justice 

Society, Inc v. Hughes (1979), the court upheld such standaras as work 

experience and the amount and type of education attained by the employee as 

legitimate qualification standards. An adaea perspective to business 

necessity was fo~nd in US v. City of Chicago; Robinson v. Con1isk; Comacho v. 

Conlisk; kobinson v. Simon (1976), where a discriminatory effect resulted from 

promotional policies which did not h 1 ave a va id connection with operational 

efficiency. 

Allegations of discrimination in promotion through the police ranks have 

focused up~n subjective ranking procedures such as written examinations and 

oral boards as well as upon seemingly arbitrary designations of seniority and 

time-in-yrade requirements. The retroactive award of seniority to those 

affected employees who were denied employment because of illegal discrimination 

was affirmed in Franks v. Howman Transportation Co, Inc (1976), where the court 

determined that tne umake-whole" objectives of Title VII would support such 

relief. Relying on Franks v. 80wman, the court argued the same rationale of 

retroactive seniority in Teamsters v. ~ (1977). It remanded the case to the 

District Court to decide which employees were actual victi.ns of oiscrimination 

a~d, to determine relief, directed the lower court to ~"ecreat(! the conditions 

ana relationships which would have existed had there been no aiscrimination. 

One common requirement for eligibility to take the sergeant's examination 

is a minimum of 5 years of service at the patrol officer rank (City of 

SChenectady v. State Uiv of Human Rights (1975]). That requirement was 

rejected in Afro American Patrolmen'S league v. ~ (1974) where the 5-year 
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rule plus additional credit proportionate ~? longevity on the force amounted 

to racial i~balance. The statistics presented by the defendant showed racial 

imbalance and were not justified by business necessity or compelling 

governmental interests. The court upheld the 5-year rule as reasonable but 

held that the use of longevity credits was unjustifiable. A similar 4-year 

requ i rement was shown to be unnecessary ~ n ~ v. San Di ego County (1979) II The 

court in Allen v. City of Mobile (1972), considering that Clacks had not been 

on the city's force long enough to earn seniority points, found the seniority 

system was discriminatory against Blacks on the basis of fair access. This 

rationale was supported in Acha v. Beame' (1976) where the court ruled that 

considerations of fairness in seniority dictated that females who had lost 

employment seniority due to discrimination should receive credit from the time 

they would have been appointed instead of from the date of their appointment 

(in this case, for determination of layoff). A bona fide seniority system 

which perpetuated prior discrimination was not construed as continuing 

discrimination as long as no other employment practices were illegally 

discriminating (Guardians Assn of New York City Police Dept, Inc v. Civil 

Service Comm of New York City [1979]). However, even bona fide seniority 

criteria may be overlooked when thera are sufficient compelling reasons to 

justify other considerations such as race to achieve the goal of diversity (~ 

Louis Police Officers' Assn v. McNeal [1979]). Reduction of seniority 

requirements as a departmental remedy is also invalid if unsupported by 

evidence of job-relatedness. The court in Afro American Patrolmen's League v. 

Duck (1974) rejected attempts to rectify seniority considerations by reducing 

seniority requirements for promotion above s~rgeant from 5 to 2 years, &nd 

1 year for sergeant. Yet, in McCosh v. City of Grand Forks (1980), the court 
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A requirement similar to seniority is the time-inRgrade minimum for 

promotion eligibility. Minority employees are placed at a disadvantage in, 

seniority systems such as that presented in Allen v. City of Mobile (1972) in 

which promotion depended on total years in grade rather than years of service 

in the department. The difference between seniority and time-in-grade was 

addressed in Shield Club v. City of Cleveland (lY74) where considerations of 

disproportionate impact on race negated the practice of awarding ten seniority 

points for 4 years of service in spite of the possible job relevance of 

time-in-grade requirements. 

Consideration of past work performance·~ould seem to be a legitimate 

basis for promotion. However, th~ manner in which the employer conducts the 
I 

performance appraisal and the extent of documentation of objective standards 

have been addressed by the court. Ratiny prtlcedures used by police 

departments may be a possible vehicle for discrimination if the rating 

supervisor cannot justify the rating given to an officer (Allen,v. City of 
, 

~bile [1972]). While the court did not find that regular. monthly ratings 

were discriminatory, they held that special promotional service ratings for 

which no justification was rsquired and in which ratings were given after 

written examination scores were known, coula be imbued with subjective 

prejudices. 

Subjectivity alone is not indicative of discrimination if disparate 

impact is not shown. In ~ v. City of Chicago; Robins~ v. Conlisk; Comacho 

v. Conlisk; Robinson v. Simon (1976), the court found only a one-point 

difference in ratings between Black and white patrol officers. A demotion of , 
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a female officer based on allegations of prefer~nthl treatment was found to 

be an obvi&U5 act of sex discrimination in Shortt v. Arlington County, Va 

(1978). 

The written examination for promotion must meet the same standards of 

job-relatedness, criterion reference. and validity as those given for entry 

into the police department (Norwalk Guardian Assn v. Beres [1980J). When the 

validity of the test as a predictor of job performance has not been proven, 

then disparate impact may be considered by the court. The process of 

validation would require the analysis of individual questions on the 
r 

promotional examination to determine if particular items resulted in racial 

differences in test scores (Commonwealth of Penn v. O'Neill [1979J). The 

municipality in US v. San Diego County (1979) failed to demonstrate a 

correlation between job function and the weight that function or task was 

given on the promotional examination. In this case, the test had an adverse 

impact on ~lacks and Nexican-AAlericans. In Allen v. City of Mobile (1972), 

the job-relatedness of verbal skills, memory, language, reading, and 

comprenension as necessary accomplishments for the rank of sergeant was 

successfully presented. Also supported ~~s I test designed to select 

candidates for promotion to the rank of detective. where the test construction 

attempted to address setting a standard above the average score of a national 

sampling of patrol officers. The decision in Bridgeport Guardians v. 

Hriogeport Police Dept (1977) allowed the city to determine the minimum 

qualification as a score seven points above the national average. 

The manner in which a written test for promotion is conducted must also 

meet criteria for fair access. The court al10wp.d the administration of a 

,nakeup promotional examination to a male lieutenant despite allegations of 
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discrimination against females similarly Situated, as allowance of the test 
., , 

was not based upon sex discrimination (Henshaw v. Police ~pt, City of New 

York [1980J). 
" 
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Corrections 
-- , 

Correctional agencies have not been the focus of employment 

discrimination-suits to the same extent as other public safety and justice 

agencies even though they are equally subject to state and federal statutory 

restrictions and constitutional requirements. For police and fire positions. 

the most numerous type of suit hais centered arouri'd selection criteria 

involving unvalidated hiring testing criteria. These have given greatest 

consideration to alleged race discrimination. However. such suits in the 

correctional area have generally centered around differing employment 

conditions involving male and female employees. As with law enforcement. the 

courts have approved voluntary quota and affinmative action programs designed 

to improve minority and felnale personnel statistics in corrections (Minnick v. 

California Dept of Corrections (1979). 

Wage Differential 

The most common claims in corrections allege discrimination in pay 

scales. Onondaga County v. New York State Div of Human Rights (1974). the 

court held that matrons performing similar duties as jailers were entitled to 

oe upgraded in pay to the grade step equal to that of their male 

counterparts. Coverage under the Equal Pay Act of 1963. 29 USC 206 (d) was 

extended to state and local government employers in that same year through 

amendment to the Fair labor Standard Act. and has been used as the basis for 

the majority of suits of this type. While matrons may perfonm tasks in 

addition to those perfonmed by male jailers. the fact that they perfonn the 

s~ne duties (booking. showing. and supervising prisoners) would require that 

they receive comparable compensation. 
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In Janich v. Sheriff of Yellowstone County (1977). matrons perfonmed more 

bookkeepin~ duties than male jailers because of a higher number of male 

prisoners. yet-their common duties were the same. The court acknowledged the 

difference in time spent in direct prisoner contact. but did not find the male 

jailers' responsibilities so substantially different as to justify a higher 

salary. In US v. City of Milwaukee (1~77). the court found that a male head 

jailer's added responsibilities were insubstantial and did not justify higher, 

pay. especially when matrons were prevented from attaining that position. As 

with Janich, toe court held that a greater volume of male rather than female 

prisoners was an irrelevant issue to an equal pay suit as a specified volume 

of work to be performed was not a pre-condition to jail employment. The court 

based its qecision on tasks actually performed in employment. noting that the 

possession of a skill not necessary for adequate job performance could not be 

considered in determining equality of skills. Where different employment 

duties were required of male correctional officers such as field and patrol 

work. no sex discrimination resulted from differing pay scales (Ruffin v. ~ 

Angeles County [1979j). 

Job Assignment 

- A closer parallel to the history of court suits found in police and fire 

employment is discrimination in job assignment. In Strain v. Philpott (1971). 

the court held that assigning a public employee to a particular position was 

allowable based on the individual worker's qualifications to perform the job. 

Such an exception was allowed in City of Philadelphia v. Penn Human Relations 

Comm (1973) where city juvenile authority supervisors shared housing. 

monitored showers. and conducted body searc~es of wards of the same sex. The 

intimacy required by the job task W~$ not considered an issue. however. in 

,~ ... ~ ~" . ' ' .... 
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Tracy v. gklahoma Dept of Corrections (1974) where the exclusion of a female 
~ 

probation and parole officer from a male eligibility list for male clients was 

ruled unlawful 'sex discrimination. The privacy of male clients was not found 

to be abridged by female supervision. 

~ex-designated institutional settings such as all-male prisons do not 

automatically require segregation of personnel by sex to ensure privacy. 

However, in Carey v. New York State Human Rights Appeal Board (1978), the 

court found that gender was a proper qualification for a position i~ a 

facility housing females. Wome~ were upheld in alleging discrimination in 

applying for the position of cook in a male institution in State Div of Human 

Rights on Complaint of Cox v. New York State Dept of Correctional Services 

(1,978). The court stated that women were allowed to assume the risk of 

possiole job dangers such as sexual attack. In Reynolds v. Wise (1974), the 

court also held that barring a female from a prison correctional position that 

involved supervision of male inmates was unlawful sex discrimination. The 

prisoner's right to privacy was considered in relation to employment rights in 

dlake v. Los Angeles (1979) and Forts v. Ward (1980). but the court concluded 

that accommodations could be made to ensure privacy (such as a screen around 

toilets) without resorting to exc1~sion of the oPPosite sex from guard duty. 

The level of intimacy required in performing job duties which cannot be 

accomplished adequately without invasion of privacy, such as frisking 

prisoners, has been held to be an appropriate situation in whi.ch gender may be 

a bona fide occupational qualification (Sterling v. ~ [1980j). 

Segregation of females from male correctional institutions has been 

argued on yrounds of personal safety in institutions where violence is common, 

inmates have personal contact with guards, and a substantial portion of the 
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inmates were sex offenders (Oothard v. Rawlinson [197.7J). Compromising and 

hazardous. sjtuations (where females were exempted from certain job duties, in 

effect changing. their job classification) were sufficient to rule male sex as 

a bona fide occupational qualification at a men's reformatory in Iowa Dept of 

Social Services v. Iowa Merit Employment Dept (1977). Yet, in Gunther v. Iowa 

State Men's keformator~ (1980), the court held,that there was no evidence that 

women could not perform safely and efficiently as correction officers with 

proper training; moreover, women COUld be assi~ned to nonprivacy areas. 

Application Standards 

Oiscrimination in application, screening, and testing in £orrections also 

seems to be predominately a sex-based, as opposed to racial, issue in 

corrections. Unlawful considerations of gender in Kennedy v. Godwin (1977) 

were reconsidered in Kennedy v. R. M. Landon (1979) where the court found 

insufficient evidence to conclude that an employment selectior. board allowed a 

female job applicant's gender to influence their rating for the pOSition of 

assistant superintendent. As with police, suits attacking height/weight 

standards in corrections have been successful in showing disproportionate 

impact with failure to show jOb-relatedness of standard (Mieth v. Dothard 

[1976j, Dothard v. Rawlinson [lY77j, and Blake v. Los Angeles [1979j). 

Written and oral examinations were not sex-biased in Bannerman v. Dept of 

Youth Authority (1977) as there was no Significant difference in pass rate. 

hence disparate impact, between males and females. More women than men were 

successful in achieving passing scores on the written exam. Subjective 

scoring of interviews for employment selection must also conform to standards 

of job relateaness (Williams v. City ana County of San Francisco [1979J). 
• 
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Race as an issue involving discrimination was addressed in Kirkland v. 

New York Siate Dept of Correctional Services (1977) in which the Court imposed 

a limited quota allowing special consideration for officers who had been 

serving on provisional status. Race was not, however, a motivation for 

discrimination when a ~lack prison guard was terminated after being given the 

option to resign for failure to pass a polygraph test to determine whether he 

had taken money from an inmate. In Davis v. City of Houston (1979), a ~lack 

officer was given the same option as a white guard in an identical situation. 

" 
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Public Employment 

While the majority of public employment suits alleging disf.rimination in 

employment practices have centered on the police occupation, litigants have 

sought redress for racial and sexual discrimination in other public job 

classifications. Notably, in.City of los Angeles. Dept of Water and Power v. 

Manhart (1978). the court addressed employers' myths and habitual assumptions 

about a woman's inability to perform certain types of work. As in the private 

sector, the courts disallowed employment dechions predicated on stereotyp'ed 

impressions independent of valid examinations of job requirements, the 
.' 

validity of screening. testing. or disparate impact. While finding it 

reasonaole to take into account an individual's physical capabilities in 

determining ability to perform a certain kind of work (~ v. Board of 

Education of City of Chicago [1975)), the court has also held that physical 

and written requirements must be proven to be jOb-related. 
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Fire Services 

Many of the suits addressing discriminat'ion in the police service are 

coupled to challenges to fire fighter selection. Of the various other public 

employment job categories, the position of fire fighter most closely parallels 

that of police officer. While court cases focusing on the fire service have 

not been as numerous as in law enforcement, the allegations and challenges to 

employment practices have been predominantly identical~ One unique aspect of 

the fire service that has no parallel to law enforcement is the quartering 

requirement necessitated by scheduling of duty. The court has not accepted 

defenses of unavailability of faci1ities'or costs of provision of 

sex-segregated locker and sleeping rooms ~s being sufficient to excuse the 

service from employing females. The court has required that public employers 

maintain control over and eliminate employment practices such as usupper 

clubs" which exclude Black fire fighters from membership (Firefighters 

Institute for Racial Equality v. City of St Louis [1977). 

Defendants have been more successful in supporting screening tests that 

measure physical agility skills, strength, and stamina. Strict adherence to 

traditional standards in public employment has historically confounded legal 

challenges to testing criteria. In addition. lack of knowledge of the unique 

requirements necessary to work in specific public employment classifications 

hinders the argument for minimum employment standards. For example. in Pina 

v. City of East Providence (1980). the court maintained that the skill of 

firefighting was one that the general population might possess. 

. se that addresses many of the same concerns as found in An encompasslng ca 

the police service was Harper v. Mayor and City Council of Baltimore (1973). 

in which the court addressed a variety of alleged discriminatory employment 
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practices. The court in Harper d~~p.~ined that the 'city permitted collusion 

between th~ fire commissioners and the Civil Service Commission which resulted 

in the exclusion of Blacks from the fire service before 1953. The court found 

evidence of discrimination and segregation of Black fire department employees 

throughout the 1950s. As the result of past discriminatory practices, the 
, 

court would not tolerate pr~motional criteria that tended to perpetuate those 

conditions. Time-in-grade requirements for promotion to officer positions in 

the city fire department had the effect of extending prior racial 

discrimination so that business necessity would have had to be demonstrated 

for its use to be sustained. 

In Harper, the court also addressed issues of the validity of employment 

screening ~ests, noting that an empirical validation study consisting of the 

statistical analysis of the correlation between fire fighter test scores and 

_ scores at the end of 6 months' fire school was not sufficient. Non 

job-related criteria such as penmanship were rejected by t~e court as were 

efforts to increase the number of Blacks in the fire department through easy 

and superfluous tests which bore no connection to the fire fighter task. 

Using a failure rate on pen-and-paper tests that resulted in a 

disproportionate impact was held to be indicative of discrimination in EEOC 

decision No. 74-25, Sept. 10, 1973, where the failure rate of Blacks was 42 

percent as compared to 29 percent for white applicants for the position of 

fire fighter (Boston Chapter NAACP, Inc v. Beecher [1974). When a written 

examination was properly demonstrated as job-related (Vulcan Society of New 

York City Fire Dept, Inc v. Civil Service Comm of City of New York (1974J). 

. then a pretesting for predictive or concurrent validation was not required. 

The examination must meet ~ersuasive standards for evaluating claims of 

,. 
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job-relatedness, such as being necessary for successful job performance 

(Arnold v •• Ballard [1975] and ~ v. City of St Louis [1977]). The content of 

the written ex~ination must be validated (Firefighters Institute for Racial 

Equality v. City of,;~t Louis [1977] and Davis v. Los Angeles County [1977j). 

No applicant may be excluded from the position of fire fighter by an 

employment test that goes beyond the actual requirements of the job and 

adversely affects those applicants that do not possess the background (e.g •• 

cultural bias) or education (e.g •• vocabulary l~vel) necessary to pass an 

overdemanding test. Moreover. it is up to the employer to demonstrate that 

the test and its subsequent failure rate' are not discriminatory. and that the 

level of difficulty of the test bears a relationship to job-relatedness and is 

therefore necessary to indicate job performance. When such a determination 

can be made through the use of a written examination. then its use is 

appropriate (Western Addition Community Organization v. Alioto [1973]). The 

court does not require that different standards of attainment be met by 

minorities and white applicants (Western Addition Community Organization v. 

Alioto [1972) or that the less qualified be given preference for employment 

as fire fighters due to their racial or sexual status. However. minorities 

cannot be held to a more stringent standard because of their race (Dawson v. 

Pastrick [1976j). 

Plaintiffs may challenge individual test questions as being 

discriminatory against Blacks (Fowler v. Schwarzwalder [1972). The 

validation process cannot be the result of a perfunctory analysis of the fire 

fighters job nor may it use as a base the scores of volunteer fire fighters 

with an arbitrary designation of a passing score (Assn Against Discrimination 

in Employment. Inc v. City of Bridgeport [197Uj). However. abandonment of a 
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test ,is not an admission of discrimination in select'illS fire fighters nor does 

it render moot the question of the valirlity of the test used in prior 

employment screening (Dozier v. Chupka [1975J). 

Challenges to other employment screening standards appear less frequently 

for fire fighters than for law enforcement officers in reporter services. 

Ancillary hiring cr'iteria which have been challenged include minimum 

education, background screening, and safety standards. In Dozier v. Chupka 

(1975j and League of United Latin American Citizens v. City of Santa Ana 

[1976J [joined with poli~ej), the issue of minimum educational requirements 

such as a high school diploma or its equivalent was challenged. The 

subjective nature of background screening standards was addressed in Drayton 

v. City of 5t Petersburg (1979) where the court rejected the argument that 

recent marijuana usage was an acceptable barrier to employment as a fire 

fighter. In Carter v. Gallagher (197l). however, the court allowed officials 

to give fair consideration to felony and misdemeanor convictions in selecting 

fire service applications. Concern for the safety of fellow fire fighters and 

the public would suggest that a review of convictions that are numerous or 

aggrieved would be a legitimate consideration for employment. 

Access to notice of job availability must be equal. As in the police 

service, the court in Assn Against Discrimination in Employment, Inc v. City 

of Sridgeport (1979) rejected word-of-mouth recruitment efforts, which 

possibly excluded 8lacks from applying for the position. 

~isparate impact cases for the fire service also reflect the police 

experience. Municipal fire departments are subjected to the same standard for 

determining bias and complainants may attempt to prove alleged bias 

(Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v. Rizzo [1979j). The employer may rebut 
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discri~lIinatory inf~~rences drawn from their practices'by using evidence that , 
they had no discriminatory purpose (Friend v~ Leidinger [1978J and Friend v. 

City of Richmond [1978]). Bias may be demonstrated by showing statistical 

deviation between minority representation in the fire d~partment and in the 

~2nera1 population. Apparent racial discrimination was cited by the court in 

Commonwealth of Penn v. Glickman (1974) using data that represented a 

municipal population that was 20 percent Black and a fire department that was 

only 3-4 percent Black (also cited Boston Chapter NAACP, Inc ~. Beecher 

[1974j). 

Promotion 

Considerations of discrimination in promotion practices differ slightly 

from those at the entrance level. As an example. where consideration of 

individual test questions on the fire fighter entrance exam was allowed in 

Fowler. the court in Friend v. Leidinger (1978) held that the entire selection 

procedure should be considered. Concern for job-relatedness and weighting by 

frequency and importance to job task for promotion were also considered in 

Firefighters Institute for Racial Equality v. City of St Louis. Mo (1979). In 

that case, the court found that the promotional test appropriately measured 

and weighed knowledge. skills. and abilities required to successfully perform 

on the job. A later challenge to a promotional examination used in St Louis 

(Firefighters Institute for Racial Equality v. City of St Louis, Mo (1980)) 

led the court to determine that neither the city's good intentions nor the 

amount expended in developing 0 valid test was a determination of content 

validity. 
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Conclusion 

On the 'basis of this review of court cases and EEOC decisions, it is 

apparent that the majority of suits alleging Cliscrimination in public 

employment practices involve issues of law enforcement employment. The most 

prevalent result of these suits is the issuance of a court order directi~9 

defendants. found to be illegally limiting employment and promotional 

opportunities to members of protected groups. to revise examinations ~f 

employment practices and. in some cases. en~age in affirmati~e act~on 

recruiting. In many instances in which resolu~~on occurs, at the lower court 

level through mediation and consent agreement. the courts have specified 'the 

percentage or number of minority employees to be hired or promoted. Aside 

from eliminating or revising various tests. physical ability. s'creening. and 

educational requirements that adversely affect the selection of certain gr~ups 

of applicants, the courts have in some instances enjoined pubHc f.~mployer!; to 

meet quota desig~ations. 
The use of the courts to obtain clarification of employment regulations 

and law and relief from unequal employment practices can best be characterized 

by the legal history of affirmative action in law enforcement. The levels of 

activity in other areas of public employment have not been as numerous or 

diverse as those in policing. Law enforcement has experienced consistent 

judicial scrutiny due to the interest of those seeking to enter or be promoted 

into the profession. as well as public attention due to its unique position as 

a visible reflection of conmunity~res and values. The extent to which 

professional and community-based interest groups have participated in the 

litigclt1ve process seems to exemplify the unique positioi1 of the police in our 

society. The definition of police employment and the ~ractices and procedures 
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leading to that employment are of concern not only to potential police members 

but to the tommunity-at-large which benefits from that service. 

Other areas of public employment do not reflect as active or as 

consistent a pattern of court challenge as do the police. Corrections and 

f'ire employees. and even less frequently, other public employees, have not 

enjoyed the attention and commitment to action as have police employees, 

particularly in the areas of selection and promotion. Law enforcement 

employment may be recognized as reflecting current judicial philosophy on more 

diverse issues surrounding selection, promotion, and job practices. than any 

other occupation. public or private. 

More than any other area of public or private employment, the law 

enforcement occupation most closely mirrors judicial activity alleging 

discrimination in the hiring and promotion of personnel. Rather than 

addressing unique situations 4nd circumstances in the profession, court 

challenges to the conditions of employment in policing reflect the major 

issues found in most occupations. Law enforcement employment practices have 

frequently been challenged on issues 9f disparate or adverse impact, 

job-relatedness, business necessity~ bona fide occupational qualification, 

validity. and non-discriminatory implementation of hiring and promotional 

practices. As most private emploYil~nt complaints are heard administratively, 

direction from the courts is likely to be reflected in the public sector. The 

police occupation may be perceived as a weathervane for judiCial 

interpretation of eq~~l ~mployment legislation. 

The wax and wane of court challenges in policing closely follows 

interpr'etations of employment practices in all areas of employment. Activity 

at the federal court of appeals level followed the 1972 landmark decision in 
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Griggs v. Duke Power Co and did not dissipate over the decade that followed. , 
Indeed, requests for judicial intervention in alleged discrimination were 

numerous after 1972 (see Figure 1) and led to a number of Supreme Court 

decisions involving law enforcement personnel practices in the mid-1970s • 

Judicial interpretation spawned increased activity in the latter part of the 

decade. a pattern not repeated in other areas of public employment (see 

Figure 2). Challenges to law enforcement selection, hiring, and promotion 

have apparently acted to define fair employment practices in other public 

occupations. While significantly represented in comparison to other public 

occupation employees. firefighters and correctional officers' employment 

practices are less frequently addressed. Despite the number and diversity of 

occupations' in the public sector, they have not been well-represented. In all 

other areas of public employment. court challenges have been sporadic and have 

not appeared to be the consistent target of scrutiny as has been the case in 

law enforcement. 

The brief history of affirmative action litigation in the law enforcement 

area despite its short time span has seen substantial changes in the judicial 

philosophy regarding these issues. It is noteworthy to indicate that the 

combination of the Griggs v. Duke Power Co case in 1971 and the 1972 

amendments to the Civil Rights Act of 1964, particularly Title VII, has the 

effect of increasing the number of cases and making possible the testing of 

affirmative action issues with regard to law enforcement. Indeed, as 

indicated in the accompanying figures, these two actions in 1971 and 1972 m~ 

be seen as opening the gates for the initiation of such suits which then 

reached a peak in the period around 1977. It is also important to note the 

particular factors in the amendments to the Civil Rights Act, which as 
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indicate~ e~rlier, led to the use of the courts rather than the Equal 

Employment Oppo:tunity Commission. This has had an effect of creating a 

record of these decisions which is publicly accessible and has allowed the 

development of a body of case law and a series of precedents which can guide 

employers in other areas. 

Across this time span, the courts have moved in a fashion which 

increasingly places a burden of proof upon the public agency to demonstrate 

that its hiring and employment practices are consistent with affirmative 

action guidelines. This can be seen in the initial shift from the need to 

prove Uintent" to discriminate, to a lesser standard of demonstrating 

udisparate or adverse impact. u The courts however haved moved away from any 

position that a showing of disparate impact in and of itself is sufficient to 

prove discrimination. The concept of disparate impact has instead triggered a 

need for an affirmative showing on the part of the public employer of the 

relationship of the employment practice to the actual employment duties. 

Thus, the courts have required: the stringent validation of entry exams, the 

showing that other types of entry or promotional criteria ar~ indeed Ujob 

related,u and the showing that particular occupational qualifications (e.g., 

educational attainment) are indeed bona fide occupational qualifications. 

In short then, the courts have engaged in the balancing of two competing 

positions with regard to alleged job discrimination. The first is the degree 

of adverse or disparate impact. The second is the degree of business 

necessity. Courts appear to have engaged in a balancing of these two, that 1s 

to say, they have required that a high degree of disparate impact be balanced 

off by a high degree of business necessity before they will permit the 

activity to continue. Correspondingly, the courts ha~e apparently held a 
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somewhat lower standard for the showing of business necessity when the adverse 

or disparate impact is of a smaller nature. Although such an interpretation 

appears 1nitially to be a rational balanCing of competing public interests, 1t 

is likely to produce continuing litigation in the area of discrimination in 

employment practices. Since such a balanc;ng act is by definition somewhat 

vague and unclear, from the perspective of the public employer, it is not 

certain what level of business necessity might be sufficient to warrant some 

amount of disparate or adverse impact upon some protected population. It is 

thus ~ reasonable prediction to believe that litigation in this area will 

continue in the foreseeable future. 

A review of court decisions regarding employment practices in criminal 

justice as well as court-directed affirmative action efforts reveals a 

significant number of court cases focusing upon the law enforcement profession 

disproportionate to other categories of public and private employment. It 1s 

conceivable that the police profession might hold a unique attraction to 

minority members seeking employment which could account for the activity in 

this area. Such factors as rate of pay, educational standards, and 

occupational tasks might draw greater numbers of job seekers to policing. The 

proliferation of employment discrimination suits could also be the result of 

pervasive patterns of discrimination nationwide in the police service against 

Blacks, females, Asians, Mexican-Americans, and persons under a certain 

height. While the reason behind the large number of police court cases may be 

uncertain, 1t is certain that the desire for employment as a police officer 

has caused aggrieved parties to use the courts to seek relief. Individuals or 

groups may pursue court action based on the high level of judicial review of 

specific law enforcement employment practices and decisions from other 
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jurisdictions. Clearly, police cases parallel all facets of employment 

discriminat\on challenges and persist over the span of affirmative action 

history. They reflect and frequently set directions for 11tigation, 

resolution. and eradication of discrimination 1n employment. It is obvious 

that. for whatever reason the police occupation is selected as a target of 

suit, law enforcement as a public employment profession has contributed 

significantly in the writing of case law in fair employment practices. 

The occupational grouping receiving challenges most similar to those in 

law enforcement are the fire services (Figure 3). While nowhere near as 

active. the majority of court activity occurred at the federal level after 

1976. Since police services are the consistent object of judicial scrutiny, 

they may be seen as the ex~mple for interpretation of public personnel 

practices on issues of fair employment practices and discrimination. The 

consistency of challenges to law enforcement practices over the years as well 

as the relevance of the issues to which the court addressed itself closely 

reflects the judicial history of equal employment. 
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